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Administering multiple infusions to a single patient is a requisite but risk-prone task that takes place in 
many patient care areas. Identifying and prioritizing the associated risks proactively requires detailed 
knowledge about the context, including a wide range of medication administration tasks and processes, 
which results in a large, highly interconnected data set. This paper discusses the methods used to collect, 
organize and analyze risk data related to the administration of multiple infusions in 12 patient care areas 
across 10 different hospitals, as well as the patient safety risk themes and associated hospital-based 
recommendations identified through this research.  
 

Introduction	  
A major challenge of collecting and analyzing proactive risk 
data using ethnography in the healthcare setting is the volume 
and complexity of the data that arises from the number of 
degrees of freedom in the system (Savage, 2000). Unlike other 
complex socio-technical safety-critical systems where the 
physical components and monitoring sensors of the system 
being controlled by expert users are fixed, and are defined 
primarily by physical principles (e.g., nuclear power plants), 
healthcare workers are often required dynamically to construct 
the physical systems they control and monitor as they are 
caring for patients. This increases the amount of context-
specific data that must be captured and also increases the 
difficulty of separating out requisite from extraneous 
complexity.  
 
Administering multiple IV infusions to a single patient is a 
complex task with considerable patient safety risk (Cassano-
Piché, Fan, Sabovitch, Masino, & Easty, 2012). It is, however, 
a requisite task for many nurses caring for patients receiving 
complex treatment and has not been systematically evaluated 
in terms of the types of associated risks and the effectiveness 
of potential mitigating strategies (Health Technology Safety 
Research Team, Institue for Safe Medication Practices 
Canada, 2010). It thus warrants a detailed proactive risk 
analysis to mitigate potential patient safety risks.  
 
This paper describes a research approach used to 
systematically collect and analyze a large, ethnographic field 
data set to support a proactive risk assessment of failure 
modes associated with administering multiple IV infusions to 
a single patient. It also presents the themes of issues identified, 

and the corresponding recommendations to hospitals for 
mitigating some of the identified issues. 

Methods	  

Data	  Collection	  
Twelve ethnographic field studies were conducted across 10 
Ontario hospitals in a wide range of patient care settings 
where multiple infusions are frequently administered to a 
single patient. Units included critical care environments, an 
emergency department, an inpatient oncology setting, and an 
outpatient oncology clinic. Four of the 10 field studies were 
conducted in pediatric settings and the remaining were 
conducted in adult care environments. A mixed methods 
approach was followed at each field study, which consisted of 
semi-structured interviews and direct observations of nurses 
caring for patients receiving multiple IV infusions. Each field 
study began with a semi-structured group interview of unit 
clinical administrators (e.g., nurse and pharmacy managers), 
clinical educators, medication prescribers, and risk managers. 
The number and type of participants varied across sites based 
on availability. Each interview lasted 2-3 hours and focused 
on the unit structure, infusion technologies in use, medication 
administration policies and practices, training and education, 
and challenges and safety issues related to administering 
multiple infusions. The interviews were followed by 2.5 days 
of direct observations conducted by two or three human 
factors researchers with experience in the healthcare domain. 
A nurse consultant on the project also participated in three of 
the field studies to further support the human factors 
researchers in understanding the clinical context. 
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Qualitative field study data were collected in the form of 
photographs (Figures 1-2) and written notes. Issues within 
each field study were identified and tracked in a spreadsheet. 
 

  
Figure 1. Multiple IV infusions connected to a single IV line 
via manifolds 

 
Figure 2. IV tubing intertwined between the pump and the 
patient 

Data	  Analysis	  
The field study data set was large, and presented a challenge 
in terms of how to record the data such that the complex 

cause-consequence relationships between issues both within 
and across field studies was preserved. The first attempt at 
managing the complexity of the data was to group the issues 
into task-based themes (Table 1). The themes provided a 
useful framework for dividing up the problem space so that 
individual researchers could explore each theme 
independently and concurrently, but did not make explicit how 
contributing factors across the system influenced problems in 
multiple themes.  
 
Table 1. Themes of issues identified from the field study data 

Themes of Issues 
Secondary Infusions 
Line Set-up/Removal 
Line Identification 
Dead Volume Management 
IV Bolus Administration 

 
To this end, the data were mapped onto a structural hierarchy 
representing the actions and decisions at all levels of the 
system (Figure 3). This type of structural hierarchy is a tool of 
Rasmussen’s 1997 Proactive Risk Management Framework 
(Rasmussen, 2007; Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000). Each 
element on the hierarchy (i.e., box) represented a potential 
contributing factor to a patient safety issue related to 
administering multiple IV infusions. The cause-consequence 
relationship between the factors was made explicit by a line 
connection creating chains of elements that sequentially led to 
outcomes that cause patient harm. Decisions and actions most 
directly connected to these outcomes were identified as 
primary issues. A risk analysis of the primary issues was 
conducted using a Healthcare Failure Modes and Effects 
Analysis  (De Rosier, Stalhandske, Bagian, & Nudell, 2002). 
The HFMEA rating scheme is shown in Table 2. The cause-
consequence chains associated with the critical issues were 
analyzed to identify potential mitigating strategies. 

Results	  
More than 100 field study data elements were mapped onto 
the structural hierarchy.  Factors with the potential to 
contribute to patient harm were identified across all levels of 
the system. Twenty-two primary issues were identified, of 
which 17 were identified as critical issues based on the 
HFMEA risk analysis. Critical issues were defined as primary 
issues with a hazard score great than 24. 
 
Mitigating strategies were identified for several of the critical 
issues, which included at least one mitigating strategy for each 
theme except dead volume. Mitigations focused on 
interventions that could be implemented at the hospital or 
hospital-unit level of the system. The mitigating strategies 
were communicated as nine recommendations to hospitals and 
are presented in Table 3 and described fully in Cassano-Piché, 
Fan, Sabovich et al, 2012. 
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Table 2. Healthcare Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
Rating Scheme for Multiple IV Infusion Issues 
Rating Detectability 

1 No checking process is required to help detect the error. 
2 A checking process is required to help detect the error, 

but this process is not well defined and relies on human 
vigilance. 

3 The error is not detectable based on current standards for 
knowledge/experience. 

4 The error cannot be detected by any reasonable human 
process. 

Rating Likelihood 
1 Remote = the error may happen within the next 5 years 
2 Uncommon = the error is likely to happen within the next 

2–5 years 
3 Occasional = the error is likely to happen within the next 

1–2 years 
4 Frequent = the error is likely to happen within the next 

year 
Rating Severity 

1 Minor = Error results in no harm, or the potential harm is 
unknown. 

2 Moderate = Patient is temporarily harmed by the error. 
3 Severe = Patient is permanently harmed by the error. 
4 Critical = The error causes the patient’s death. 

 

Table 3. Recommendations to hospitals based on an analysis 
of the structural hierarchy 

 Recommendation 
1 When initiating a secondary medication infusion (often 

referred to as a “piggyback” infusion), nurses should verify 
that the secondary infusion is active, and that the primary 
infusion is not active, by viewing the activity in both drip 
chambers. Full drip chambers should be partially emptied to 
restore the visibility of drips. 

2 Continuous high-alert medications (Institute for Safe 
Medication Practices Canada, 2005) should be administered as 
primary infusions. Continuous high-alert medications should 
not be administered as secondary infusions. 

3 Secondary infusions should be attached to primary infusion 
sets that have a back check valve. If infusion sets without back 
check valves are also available on the unit, multiple strategies 
should be employed to ensure that the types of tubing available 
are easily differentiated, and that the likelihood of a mix-up is 
minimized. 

4 Hospitals should work towards the use of gowns that have 
snaps, ties, or Velcro on the shoulders and sleeves. 

5 If an “emergency medication line” that is controlled by an 
infusion pump is set up on a patient, it is strongly suggested 
that the associated primary IV tubing be labelled as the 
emergency medication line at the injection port closest to the 
patient. The label should be prominent, and visually distinct 
from all other labels in the environment. 

6 When setting up multiple IV infusions at the same time (e.g., a 
new patient requires many ordered infusions immediately, 
routine line changes), infusions should be set up one at a time, 
as completely as possible, before setting up the next infusion. 
Set-up tasks required for each infusion vary and may include: 

• labelling (e.g., IV tubing, pump); 
• spiking and hanging the IV bag; 
• connecting the IV tubing to the pump; 
• programming the IV pump; 
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 Figure 3. Structural Hierarchy of Factors Contributing the Multiple IV Infusion Administration Risks 
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• connecting the IV tubing to the appropriate 
location (e.g., patient access, manifold); and 

• starting the pump (unless a secondary infusion 
must be set up prior to starting the pump, or 
other infusions need to be connected to a multi-
port connector before flushing).  

Minor modifications to this recommendation are required for 
routine line changes. 

7 Multiple 3-way stopcocks joined together in series to connect 
multiple IV infusions into a single line are prone to leaks, 
which may often be undetectable. Hospitals should provide 
multi-port or multi-lead connectors, and nurses should use 
these connectors to join multiple IV infusions into a single 
line, as required. 

8 Hospitals should develop a policy to limit the practice of 
manually increasing the infusion rate to administer a 
medication bolus of a primary continuous infusion. If a 
medication bolus is to be administered using the primary 
continuous infusion pump/pump channel, then the nurse should 
program the bolus dose parameters (i.e., total amount of 
medication to be given over a defined duration) into the pump 
without changing any of the primary infusion parameters. 
Some examples may include the following: 

• programming a bolus using a dedicated bolus feature 
in the pump 

• programming a bolus using the pump’s secondary 
feature 

9 Hospitals should ensure that their smart pump drug libraries 
include hard upper limits for as many high-alert medications as 
are appropriate for each clinical area, in order to prevent the 
administration of a bolus by manually increasing the primary 
flow rate. 

 

Discussion	  
The human factors proactive risk analysis of the processes 
associated with administering multiple IV infusions revealed 
that multiple IV infusion administration is a complex, risk-
prone process that requires a systems approach to risk 
mitigation. The structural hierarchy tool from Rasmussen’s 
risk management framework (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000) 
proved useful for organizing complex healthcare field study 
data, such that the relationship between many factors that 
influence human performance across levels of the system was 
explicit. This has several important implications for how risk-
mitigating strategies are developed.  
 

1. It supports a systematic analysis of the effect of a 
potential risk-mitigating strategy on all other 
elements of the system by making the relationship 
between all the elements explicit. This helps to 
minimize unintended negative consequences 
associated with changes to the system. 

2. It supports a focus on solutions at higher levels of the 
system (e.g., government, regulatory bodies) than are 
usually considered, because the structural hierarchy 
tool prompts an inclusion of contributing factors at 
these levels. 

3. It facilitates the aggregation of information across 
field sites, making the analysis more generalizable 
across the healthcare domain. Individual healthcare 

organizations can each identify their own unique sub-
set of issues from the set of factors presented on the 
hierarchy to create their own individual structural 
hierarchy as a first step towards developing 
mitigating strategies most important to their 
organization.  

 
The nine recommendations identified in this study focused on 
the lower levels of the hierarchy, where human factors 
recommendations are traditionally made, because these 
recommendations can be immediately implemented to 
minimize risks. Mitigating strategies aimed at higher levels of 
the system (e.g., changes to clinical education programs, new 
standards for infusion systems) and solution approaches that 
require further study prior to determining the best mitigation 
approach are currently being investigated in the next phase of 
the study.  
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